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QUESTION 1
FindItem() function is used in ____________
A. Rich text
B. TreeView
C. DataWindow
D. Graph
E. Tab
Answer: B
QUESTION 2
This return code when placed in a DataWindow control ItemError event will
automatically put back the original value and allow the focus to change
A. 2
B. 3
C. 0
D. 1
Answer: B
QUESTION 3
What functionality does the FileReadEx method have that the FileRead method does not?
A. ability to read more than 32K bytes at a time
B. ability to read files specified via Unified Naming Convention (UNC)
C. ability to read binary files
D. ability to read Unicode files in addition to ASCII files
Answer: A
QUESTION 4
Which of these are Pipeline Object properties? (Choose 2)
A. Repair
B. Cancel
C. RowsInError
D. RowsRead
E. PipeEnd
Answer: C,D
QUESTION 5
Which statement is TRUE regarding functions and events? (Choose 2)
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A. The default behavior of a function is to override; the default for an event is to extend
B. Both functions and events can be made private
C. Functions and events can be both mapped and unmapped
D. events can be posted functions cannot be posted

Answer: A
QUESTION 6
Custom Transaction Objects are required: (Choose 2)
A. when you want to extend SQLCA
B. when you want to use dynamic DQL format 3 & 4
C. when you want to define stored procedures as methods
D. to define destination data for pipelines
Answer: A,C
QUESTION 7
In the code shown below, what is the value of lb_valid_object?
powerobject lpo_object
boolean lb_valid_object
SetNull(lpo_object)
lb_valid_object = isValid(lpo_object)
A. False
B. True
C. Causes a runtime error
D. Null
Answer: D
QUESTION 8
What is the default encoding format for the FileOpen() function?
A. EncodingANSI!
B. EncodingUTF16BE!
C. EncodingUTF8!
D. EncodingUTF16LE!
Answer: A
QUESTION 9
Identify the CORRECT statements with regard to the AncestorReturnValue variable?
(Choose 2)
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A. When you extend an event, the compiler automatically generates an instance variable
called AncestorReturnValue.
B. When you extend an event, the compiler automatically generates a local variable
called AncestorReturnValue.
C. The AncestorReturnValue variable is generated if you override the ancestor script and
use the CALL syntax to call the ancestor event script.
D. The AncestorReturnValue variable is generated if you extend the ancestor script and
use the CALL syntax to call the ancestor event script.

Answer: C
QUESTION 10
When implementing a UDDI browser you use methods of the which class?
A. UDDI Generator
B. UDDI Component
C. UDDIProxy
D. UDDI client
Answer: C
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